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*The PRG is made up of representatives from a wide range of organisations and groups including our iwi partners 

and Nelson City Council. The PRG have previously provided input into the decision-making process for the Nelson 

Future Access Project and helped us to distribute our engagement materials for both rounds of engagement. 
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Nelson Weekly Nelson Leader





This was explained as a cycle path between the Motueka Street – Tipahi Street intersection 

and the Hampden Street – Waimea Road intersection. Respondents had a choice between a 

separated facility or shared path on Tipahi, Franklyn and Kawai and three possible designs 

for Hampden, being a separated path for cyclists and pedestrians, a shared path for cyclists 

and pedestrians or a shared zone for cars and cyclists with pedestrian paths either side.

“Greater safety by separating vehicles, cyclists, and pedestrians.” 

“A separated path will encourage more people to cycle.” 

“We cannot afford to lose parking. Leave as is. Neither.” 

This was explained as a cycle path between St Vincent Street and Mt Vernon Place, with 

reduced speed (40km/h) and construction to align with a proposed upgrade to water 

infrastructure. We showed configurations for how different sections would look and asked if 

there was anything we had missed before refining the design. 

“Buffer zones are important to protect cyclists + pedestrians.” 

“You have missed that the residents of this street use the car parking, also that some people 

who work in town day-park in lower Washington Road. I regularly commute on this road, 

sometimes several times a day and see minimal use by cyclists. I will see one cyclist every 



few commutes. There is nowhere near enough demand to remotely justify the expense… 

stop modifying our streets in the vain hope someone will start cycling, to the huge detriment 

of the current driving public.” 

“Looks good overall. Feel free to remove some more parking spaces to make the cycleway 

wider.” 

“A cycle path for Washington Rd is much needed. Reducing the speed to 40km is also an 

excellent plan. BUT..we need the cycle lane/path to continue up to Princes Drive and over. 

The most dangerous part of this road is the narrow section from Mt Vernon Place going up 

the hill to the princes Drive intersection. Cars often try to overtake me here and there is so 

little room. There is already a separate foot path and steps going up the hill – a cycle path 

could be added to this. The path should then be extended down the other side to the junction 

with Richardson St, which is also narrow.” 

We invited people to comment on eight proposed signalised intersections.  

1. Parkers road, Tahunanui Drive and Maire Street (0-3yrs) 

2. Franklyn Street Waimea Road (0–3yrs) 

3. Motueka Street and Tipahi Street (0–3yrs) 

4. Vanguard Street / Haven Road / Rutherford Street (4–10yrs) 

5. Washington Road and St. Vincent Street (replacing roundabout) (4–10yrs) 

6. Toi Toi Street and Vanguard Street (4–10yrs) 

7. St. Vincent Street and Toi Toi Street (replacing roundabout) (4–10yrs) 

8. Gracefield Street and Annesbrook Drive (10–30yrs) 

“There seems to be a huge number of additional traffic lights – some quite closely located 

which I think risks inadvertently creating bottlenecks.” 

“I disagree with the installation of traffic lights, particularly in the Tahunanui area. This will 

negatively impact on the businesses in the area and diminish the quality of life of the 

residents.” 



 “Traffic lights at parkers Rd, Tahunanui Rd & Maire St is excellent idea. Difficult streets to 

exit.” 

“Build them now! I have two young kids and it is almost impossible to cross Vanguard St with 

cars trying to wizz into any little gap at the intersections.” 

We asked people what traffic calming solutions they wanted to see on 10 roads. For two 

roads, Washington Road and Tipahi Street, we indicated a preference for some type of 

traffic calming to occur within three years. For the rest, we indicated that traffic calming 

was likely to be needed within a 4-10 year period.  

See below boxed information below to understand the greater response for Chamberlain Street. 

“Need to slow down the commuter traffic by speed bumps and cross walks. Currently cars 

travel too fast and go over the centre lines.” 

 

“More convex round mirrors on corners (it’s really hard to see if cars are coming around the 

corners. No parking allowed on some corners that are too narrow, parked cars on these 



streets make it harder for cars moving through. More speed bumps: cars zoom around these 

streets, and do not stick to the 40km limit. Maybe bringing the limit down to 30km could at 

least bring them down to 40km.” 

“We cannot wait 4-10 years for traffic calming on Chamberlain St. We need it NOW.” 

“Not needed.” 

 “I walk and drive Tahunanui hill areas frequently and don’t find it a problem.” 

“Leave our streets alone. Currently they are busy for 2 commute periods each weekday. Any 

changes will only prolong all journeys and extend the rush and create congestion. Those 

complaining just have to realise the Bisley SH6 lights have created a rat run so they will 

have to live with it from now on. Road narrows islands, chicanes and buildouts create 

dangerous obstacles for cars to hit and do not slow anyone. Speed humps slow people briefly 

at one spot and are annoying and almost pointless.” 

 

 

We had information to explain that cycle facilities would be proposed for the city centre and 

asking what other facilities should also be available. 

We had information recommending an area wide review of speeds on neighbourhood streets 

to make them safer and more attractive to walk and cycle around.  



Among the short-term improvements were three new crossing facilities for pedestrians on 

Waimea Road (between Van Diemen and Rutherford Streets), on Whakatu Drive (near 

Beatson road/Waimea Road roundabout) and on Muritai Street (near Tahunanui Drive).  

“Muritai Street is a absolute mess from the addition of the cycle way. Needs removing.” 

“There would be no need to put these in if you had any intention to actually deal with 

traffic…but you don’t…” 

“Muritai St needs another crossing. Since the “upgrades” to the cycle way, the road has 

become dangerous for all users.” 

“Muritai St is very heavily used, not easy to cross for older people. 

“Needed. Often see school kids making risky crossings here at peak.” 

“This needs to be an underpass… not surface.” 

 

“Whakatu – no as too close to busy roundabout.”

Information on Tahunanui Drive explained that we propose reinstating the second 

southbound lane at the intersection with Bisley Avenue and enforcing peak period clearways. 

The aim was to discourage people from taking short cuts through residential streets by 

allowing traffic to flow more efficiently during the afternoon peak.  
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“NO, the previous southbound priority lane was very dangerous for cyclists travelling south 

of the lights where the lanes merged. You could hear the cars in the outside lane speeding 

up behind the bike to merge with the traffic on the inside lane. The driver's focus was not on 

the bike but on their wing mirror to merge with cars on their right.” 

On Social Pinpoint we had several additional demographic questions, which people could 

choose to answer. Below are the results. 



We asked people whether we had identified the correct places to cross SH6 (Wakefield 

Quay/Anchor Shipping, Wakefield Quay/Quay Building, Nelson Yacht Club, Wakefield 

Quay/Victoria Road, Richardson Street, Basin Reserve).

“Yes, it is virtually impossible to cross Wakefield Quay and Rocks Road and this proposal can 

only assist.” 

“No more pedestrian crossings needed.” 

“Not if it slows too much traffic.” 



“Having a crossing by the Yacht Club will likely make turning right into the carpark even 

more difficult than it already is. I agree crossings are needed, the Basin Reserve is a good 

spot.” 

 

This question sought information about access to the waterfront, specifically what people 

thought about locations at Days Track, Richardson Street and near the Boat Shed.
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“Yes, many people swim off the rock wall here (Days Track) and there needs to be a safe 

place to cross.” 

 

“There are a few mini beaches along rocks road, could we make a second beach spot for 

when the tide is out?  Much like the small beach on oriental parade in Wellington. A half-way 

to the beach, mini beach.” 

“Not if it means stopping the traffic.” 

This question asked whether our marker on the digital feedback platform (north of the 

natural landscape area) was the right location to move the platform to, and if not where it 

should be.

“…it is in the right place now.” 

“As long as big enough and effective like what we have now.” 

On our Social Pinpoint digital platform, we had information showing where a signalised 

crossing was proposed which would make it easier and safer to cross SH6, and we invited 

people to discuss this. We replicated this with information and a question in the printed 

questionnaire. 



“Can we have safer crossing in place at Days Track earlier/sooner. Ped. Refuge.” 

“Pedestrian signals at Days Track would create more truck emissions stop/start.” 

We had information on our Social Pinpoint digital platform explaining that the proposal to 

build a walking and cycling path along Rocks Road would mean a reduction in parking in 

some areas, including replacing angled parking with parallel parking. We explained there 

was also an opportunity to increase parking at the southern end of Rocks Road.

This question asked people for their thoughts on the vertical concrete wall versus the rock 

embankment (revetment)
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“Do not build a high sea wall so people are unable to see the view – it is a beauty spot and 

should be protected.” 

“I think the rock embankment would look much nicer and be much easier to repair.” 

“I support whichever option will have the lowest ecological impact.” 

 

“I think that this is a decision that needs to be based on the best engineering decision. 

We asked people whether there was anything we had missed with regard to our Rocks Road 

walking and cycling path proposal. 

“Do not over-engineer or spend millions to achieve very little.” 

 

“Can’t wait for this to be done, it will be so much safer. Also am really looking forward to 

being able to cycle off road all the way from town to the beach – soon please!” 

“Get rid of the trucks and we won’t need it.” 

“The long term goal should be to remove the heavy traffic/light trucks as a minimum from 

this beautiful piece of road. That should be your focus. I suggest you do nothing until an 

alternative access road is built. “ 

 “Cycleway/walking path along Rocks Road can't come soon enough. On so many counts - 

safety, encouraging use and appreciation of our fantastic harbour and shoreline, 

encouraging non-petrochemical transport etc. this should be a priority. It does need to be 

supported by several crossing points, decluttering the road with better public 

transport/priority lanes, thought given to parking and enhancing use of present cafes, yacht 

club/boathouse etc.” 

https://nzta.mysocialpinpoint.com/nfap-proposals
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 “…these intersections should be addressed first. Particularly the Waimea Road/ The 

Ridgeway and the Waimea Road/Market Road intersections. We note that the upgrade of 

these two intersections is not programmed to take place until 10 to 15 years’ time. We urge 

that these be brought forward and included in the short-term programme of work.”  

“Given the priority lanes are at least a decade away; urgently undertake improvements to 

Waimea Road and along SH6… to improve safety and access for all road users, in particular 

the most vulnerable users being pedestrians and cyclists, to support mode shift;…” 

“In summary we are not opposed to improving safety, we are very much in favour of the 

opposite. Improved crossings, slowing down the driving speed in the 'Village' are ideas we 

are in support of. We are opposed to the area outside the Pharmacy becoming potentially an 

area where drivers speed up in readiness to cut past traffic in the central lane. This was the 

issue in 2013 and the reason why it was removed.” 

“I am opposed to the establishment of 4 lanes of traffic through Tahunanui and I object to 

the re-establishment of a clearway outside the Pharmacy and Medical Centre. This has been 

tried before, and it did not work, it was dangerous and was removed as a result. Four lanes 

of traffic with no median strip or shoulders would make it extremely difficult for the 

passage of emergency services.” 

“The Priority Lane (Clearways) proposal will have a dramatically negative effect on my 

business, our village community, our iconic waterfront and the whole of Tahunanui Drive.” 

“What is the plan for delivery vehicles? What provisions have been made for parking for the 

disabled?” 



“I definitely feel that the waterfront needs to be safe and inviting for walkers and cyclists – 

should that not be the case, we would be one of the few cities/towns in the developed world 

that has prevented its citizens from accessing a resource that gives pleasure, health and 

transport options that are planet friendly. Waterfronts attract locals, domestic tourists and 

international ones too (Covid-19 permitting).” 

 “In general, I would like to say that, as someone who has cycled the streets of Nelson 

regularly for more than 20 years, one of the easiest ways to make cycling safer and more 

pleasant would be to reduce speed limits. My submission is that speed limits over all of 

Nelson’s urban streets should be no more than 40 km/h. On narrower streets or streets with 

no footpath the speed limit should be 30 km/h.” 

 

https://www.nzta.govt.nz/projects/nelson-future-access-project

